Blog from Andrea
Ombre in Germania 2017 (Shadows in Germany 2017)

Italy, Switzerland, France and finally Germany. These are the countries that we have crossed
during our long journey to the North, where the "Shadows tour” has already been long overdue.
Playing at these places has always been magical for the great hospitality that has been reserved.

Therefore, sine we have composed the very first notes for the new album, we wanted strongly to
present it live in Germany in front of the members of the Andrea Carri Fanclub and some new
friends that we always make at these events. So these dates were already since some time highly
anticipated and, together with Francesco, I tried not to show anything that would reveal our
new sound. So we reached finally the Saarland after some months of trial and after an endless
journey.

Also this time we were given a sublime reception, starting at the apartment that we have booked
and where the wall is decorated with some pictures of us from previous concerts in Germany and
around the world...! Stefanie (the true spirit of the Andrea Carri Fanclub) invited us for dinner,
despite it was already very late (even for us Italians, and even more so for Germans who usually
have dinner earlier in the evening!).

For these occasions we have prepared two quite different concerts, the first one with an
"electric" sound and the second one with an "acoustic" sound".
On Friday 31st we were welcomed at Bietzen by Willi and Norbert, two very pleasant persons,
who were responsible for the organisation of the event and who provided us with everything
that we needed. The location immediately left a magical impression with a perfect atmosphere
for our melodies and the hall was quickly filled with many persons, including old and new fans.
During the evening we presented "Shadows", playing alternately several songs from the album,
some covers and some of my older composition, performed as piano solo pieces. The audience
responded greatly to our performance and gave us a lot incredible moments, as it showed us a very
keen enthusiasm, in the Drum Solo by Francesco, as well as in our version of "Another Brick in the
Wall" by Pink Floyd. The official concert was followed by a variety of encores in a hall, which still
was well filled, no one has had the intention to go home. We experienced unique emotions and I
have to say that this was one of the most beautiful evenings of my career, those for which it is worth
to work hard and make many kilometers.

At the end we got standing ovations... and a generous amount raised thanks to the donations of the
attendees! In addition, we made a long autograph- and photo session... a moment that I
particularly like, because it unites the artists with their audience, something that does not happen
in mainstream concerts. And so, after starting the concert at about 19:30, we went away from
Bietzen at 2 am, confirming that it was a magical evening!

For the more curious people, the programm of the evening:
Gravitazione Universale (Shadows)
Whisper (Shadows)
L'amore (Shadows)
Viva la Vida (I Play Yours, Vol. 1)
Riflessi d’Autunno (Metamorfosi)
Volare via (Shadows)
La teoria della relatività (Shadows)
Un altro mattone nel muro - Part.II (I Play Yours, Vol. 1)
Ieri (I Play Yours, Vol. 2)
Il tempo vola (Chronos)
Venire a parlare con me (I Play Yours, Vol. 1)
Drum Solo
La Torre Nera - Parte V: Wolves of the Calla (The Dark Tower)
Vento dell’Ovest (Partire)
Nyhavn (Shadows)
Sentimento (Shadows)
Bad Romance (I Play Yours, Vol. 2) - Encore
Un altro mattone nel muro - Part.II (I Play Yours Vol. 1) - Encore

Our German tour, however, did not end here. On Saturday, April 1st, a house concert was awaiting
us. Thanks to the particularly intimate atmosphere offer such opportunieties the chance for
experimenting and playing particular intimate songs. In this case I have chosen songs from the
album Shdawos, reinterpreted in acoustic versions, as well as some requested songs ("Sunshine after
rain" and "Father and son"). In particular, I appreciated the magical atmosphere that has emerged.
At the beginning of the concert I found myself looking at a beautiful landscape, which I could
admire while I emersed in my perfomance.

Then slowly the night settled over the landscape, accompanied by the singing of the birds in front of
the window, just like in "Sunshine after rain", a piece with a base of ambient effects, it was difficult
to make a difference between the recorded effects and the live effects! The audience followed the
complete event in silence, creating an outstanding atmosphere, which you allowed to get lost in
thoughts or simply to let you go and to relax... and so it was for us musicians too.

Next, as it often happens in these events, there was a pleasant moment of sharing, where we have
eaten and drunk together, exchanged our views on the concert and our songs, on Germany and
many other themes of different nature... I love these things!
For the more curious people, the programm of the evening:
Gravitazione Universale (Shadows)
Whisper (Shadows)
L'amore (Shadows)
Lasciala andare (I Play Tuo, Vol. 1)
Sole dopo pioggia (Metamorfosi)
Volare via (Shadows)
La teoria della relatività (Shadows)
Piccola bambina (Partire)
Padre e figlio (I Play Tuo, Vol. 2)
Shadows (Ombre)
Drum Solo
La Torre Nera - Parte III: Le Terre desolate (The Dark Tower)
The Dark Tower - Parte I: The Gunslinger (The Dark Tower)
Sentimento (Shadows)
Un altro mattone nel muro - Part.II (I Play Tuo, Vol. 1) - Encore
Finally, I would like to thank all the people who came to the two concerts, who gave us a smile,
asked for photos and autographs, or simply told us their impressions. Most of all, I would like to
thank my travel mates Francesco, Maria, Andrea, and my father; likewise Stefanie and Thomas for
the hospitality and the incredible work that they have done to bring us back to Germany, heartfelt
thanks to Willi and Norbert for the room and the evening in Bietzen, thanks to Elke, Waltraud, Gaby and
all members of the Andrea Carri Fanclub.
See you soon!
P.S.: Who wants to experience the evening again... or who was not present at the concert... you can
watch the complete concert at Bietzen on Youtube, while you can find photos here and there..
P.P.S.: There is also a report about the concert in Bietzen (in German).
You can read it here..

